
2017 Western PA Cal. .30 League
General League Match Programs

(Special events, such as registered matches will have separate programs posted)

General
Location:  Reade Range, Allemans, PA

GPS users, 1257 Wippers road, Fallen Timber PA. 
For map and lodging see readerange.org 

Times: (unless otherwise noted below)
Range opens at 8:00 AM 
Squadding complete by 8:45 AM
Pits sealed for 1st relay at 9:00 AM

Eligibility:  Matches are open to anyone willing to compete and pull targets.  League membership required
for competitors who want their scores turned in to the NRA at the end of the season. Electronic target 
scoring will be used at all match unless otherwise posted on schedule or website.

Fee:  $30, Juniors shoot for free

Map to the range is attached.  Other maps and directions are available at www.readerange.org 

You can drive your vehicles between the pits and the firing lines.

For information contact:
Scott Thomas: 
sthomas134@comcast.net
412-897-0488

VERIFY MATCH DATES BEFORE YOU MAKE PLANS. Verify using the latest schedule at 
www.readerange.org.

50 shot XC matches (if any)

50 round course of fire: 
2 sighting shots and 10 for record standing, slow fire, SR target, 200 yds 
2 sighting shots and 10 for record sitting or kneeling from standing, rapid fire, NRA rules, 
SR target 200 yds. 
2 sighting shots and 10 for record prone from standing, rapid fire, NRA rules, SR-3 target, 
300 yds. 
2 sighting shots and 20 for record prone slow fire, MR-1 target 600 yds. 

80 shot XC matches

80 round course of fire: 
2 sighting shots and 20 for record standing, slow fire, SR target, 200 yds 
2 sighting shots and 20 for record sitting or kneeling from standing, rapid fire, NRA rules, 
SR target 200 yds. 
2 sighting shots and 20 for record prone from standing, rapid fire, NRA rules, SR-3 target, 
300 yds. 
2 sighting shots and 20 for record prone slow fire, MR-1 target 600 yds.
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Benchrest Matches

Program and rules posted separately.  For questions or additional info contact John Hoover at 
J1005xs@aol.com or 814-684-1777

Long Range Matches

General: Gate opens at 7:00 am, sign up between 7:30 & 8:00 at the 1000 yard stat shed. Match is open 
to any individual with safe rifle and ammunition under 35 caliber. Preregistration is not required for these 
matches, however anyone wishing to preregister to speed up squadding can do so by emailing 
tferraro@z  oominternet  .net. Competitors who preregister will be given relay or squadding preference if 
possible. All long range league matches fired in 2017 will be fired from the 1000 yard line in a three relay 
rotation. All competitors are required to do duties related to their target. The use of approved empty 
chamber indicator (ECI) is required for all competitors at all times unless in a preparation or firing period.  

Course of fire all disciplines Sling and F-Class, Unlimited sighters and 20 record shots in 30 
minutes on LR or LRFC target.
 Match #1. Any Rifle / Any Sight, or F-Class
 Match #2. Any Rifle / Any Sight, or F- Class
 Match #3. Any Rifle / Iron Sight, or F- Class
Shooters need to have correct 1000 yard zero when entering match. Anyone not on target within 5
rounds will forfeit relay and must remove gear from the firing line until zero is established.  If you 
need assistance or have a short yardage zero on your rifle inform the match director so that 
proper zero can be established.

Awards: Match fee in cash will be paid back providing there are at least 5 shooters in each of the 
categories listed.
F-Open,   Aggregate of matches 1, 2, & 3.
FTR,        Aggregate of matches 1, 2, & 3.
Any Rifle, Aggregate of matches 1, 2, & 3.

Fees: Match fee is $30.00 per shooter. Junior shoot free.

For questions or additional info contact Tom Ferraro by phone or email
724-352-0234 or tferraro@z  oominternet  .net 

Mid Range Matches

Course of fire:  3 matches all fired from the 600 yard line.  All disciplines Sling and F-Class, each 
match will be unlimited sighters and 20 record shots in 30 minutes on MR-1 or MR-1FC target.

Matches will be fired on a three relay rotation. Shooters are obligated to pit and scoring duties.
Match fee $30.00

Awards will be given based on FIVE shooters per rifle category.
1. High Match rifle
2. High Service rifle
3. High F- Class open rifle
4. High F-TR rifle 
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